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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, November 04, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWZ4 569^0 S -8^0 2689 26156 -15 Basis (Z): +115/+145 +145/+180 +240/+255 +400/+550 

MWH5 579^4 S -8^0 1536 21693 +488 Info:  nominals nom/cars cars/bid train/cars 

MWK5 588^2 S -8^0 221 7027 +157 Change: unch/unch unch/up 20 dn 10/up 5 dn100/unch 

MWN5 597^6 S -7^6 269 3922 +41 Mpls Truck: -70  +30 +55 

MWU5 606^0 S -8^2 40 2957 +102 Portland (Z) Nov Dec Jan (H) Feb (H) 

MWZ5 620^4 S -8^2 22 2333 +128 14%proBasis  +340/+350 +340/+350 +330/+343 +330/+343 

Totals:   4,777 64,426 +901  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 313 Options: 6 

Receipts on the Floor:   
132 cars and 1 trains 

Implied option vols: 
Z:20%, H&K: 19% 

Basis was mixed in the spot market and flat in the PNW.   

Commentary: 
Corn, beans, and wheat all closed lower as the momentum of the October rally begins to fade and a 
technical correction gets underway. Chicago wheat continues to see MOC buying but the technical 
picture is turning negative and also favors a correction of the October rally. The MOC trade continues to 
pressure MW-W and KW-W intermarket spreads, but we caution that levels are getting low enough that 
risk/reward favors owning MW and KW vs. W.  
 
Egypt’s GASC issued a snap tender after today’s close. This is sooner that the trade probably 
expected. Just last weekend they purchased one cargo of French wheat for Dec 1-10 shipment at 
$244.44 FOB. The lineup was very interesting, with 3 French cargoes offered at $244, $249, and $252 
followed by 2 Romanian cargoes at $257-258 and then a bevy of Russian offers averaging $260 FOB. 
Thus, with the one cargo trading, the cheapest world wheat offer ratchets higher, and the entire lineup 
is a rather quick stair step up to higher prices without much depth at each offer. The Russian offers this 
year are setting a ceiling price rather than a floor price. The currency crisis in Russia is artificially 
inflating wheat prices there and pricing out that component of the world’s exportable surplus. This is a 
structurally bullish situation and suggests that if and when we run out of milling quality French wheat, 
world wheat prices could rise very quickly, even overnight. But this is problematic from a trading 
standpoint, as there is no indication as to when this is going to happen, if at all. It is certainly in Egypt’s 
best interest to bide their time and wait out the Russian currency crisis and meanwhile try to coax out 
the single lowball French cargoes rather than lift multiple offers and risk ratcheting world wheat prices 
higher. But against the backdrop of a poorly established winter wheat crop, the Russian domestic 
situation—rampant food inflation, farmers hoarding wheat—gets very interesting. Our bias is still for 
near-term weakness as a technical correction is overdue. Resistance should be found in WZ at the 
100-day moving average of 544 & move high of 545 ½, and the first retracement objective comes in at 
515. The seasonal is negative for wheat from now through early December.  
 
Heavy rains continue to impact Brazilian and Argentine wheat quality which could lead to more HRW 
exports next year. KW-W begins to look cheap below 50 cents. The exact timing of increased demand 
would be very important given historically tight carry over stocks. KC calendar spreads have all 
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weakened over the last few weeks commensurate with the intermarket program selling KW-W. Short 
hedges should be rolled out of KWZ by now and the 5-7 carry area is a value. K/N below 4 inverse may 
be a cheap call on the timing of potential increased Brazilian demand for HRW, or a flat price rally in 
general if that is your bent. 
 
Spring wheat continues to look too cheap from multiple angles. MH-WH today traded down to 36 which 
is historically on the lows side and does not seem warranted from a balance sheet perspective.  MW 
Z/H continues to trade around 10 cents carry which is less than 50% of storage yet there is persistent 
bearspreading pressure in H/K and K/N now out to 4.5 cents/month or 65% of storage. Canadian spring 
wheat was reportedly the lowest offer to Iraq in their tender for a nominal 50,000 tonnes. 100,000 
tonnes has been rumored to have traded at a level that works back to something like $1.60-1.65 over 
MWZ for 12.5% protein. This is intriguing, as it is cheap enough for US spring wheat to compete from 
the PNW when elevation capacity frees up following this big push on the bean program. It underscores 
the point that spring wheat is priced cheap enough to clear volume and projects the potential for 
tightness next spring. This makes H/K, K/N, N/U, and U/Z bullspreads look more attractive as well as 
MH-WH below 40 cents.  
 
WZ/WH continues to strengthen and the VSR calculation is closing in on a reversion to 5 cents/month 
storage. KC calendar spreads continue to firm up from last week’s lows. The HRW balance sheet 
remains tight and carries can’t be taken for granted, especially as KW-W intermarket premiums are in 
apparent freefall.  
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


